Abstract. We show that every canonical Seifert surface is (up to isotopy) given by a knot diagram in which the (open) Seifert disks are pairwise disjoint.
Introduction
In this article we consider canonical Seifert surfaces and the canonical genus of PL knots [3] . We prove the following: Theorem 1 imposes the classical result that the fundamental group of R 3 \M is a free group for any canonical Seifert surface M of a knot. Theorem 1 also has the following corollary. Acknowledgements. I want to thank Sebastian Baader for his helpfulness and his excellent suggestions, Pekka Pankka for reading the manuscript and his suggestions for the presentation and Vadim Kulikov for discussions on the topic.
Notation and preliminaries
We recall that PL knots are isotopy classes of polyhedral embeddings k : S 1 → R 3 . For convenience of presentation we denote R 2 = R 2 × {0} throughout this article. Let d : S 1 → R 2 be a polyhedral curve so that
In what follows we fix an orientation of S 1 and note by [x 1 , x 2 ] ⊂ S 1 the segment from x 1 to x 2 in this orientation.
Let k : S 1 → R 3 be a polyhedral embedding, p : R 3 → R 2 the projection and
We denote by S(D) the collection of Seiferts circuits in D and for every
We call an open bounded connected subset b s ⊂ R 2 satisfying ∂b s = Im(s) the (open) Seifert disk bounded by s. Now for every point z ∈ Im(d) there exists s ∈ S(D) so that z ∈ Im(s) and for every z ∈ C(D) there exists a unique pair s, t ∈ S(D) so that z ∈ Im(s) ∩ Im(t).
We denote
and for every s ∈ S(D) we denote For the definition of a canonical Seifert surface, we give first the definition of a crossing area.
as its boundary for every s ∈ S(D) satisfying z ∈ C(s). Then we call w z := i∈{s,t} ∆ z i , where s, t ∈ S(D) are distinct Seiferts circles satisfying z ∈ C(s) ∩ C(t), a crossing area of z. 
is a collection of PL 2-manifolds in R 3 with one boundary component and genus 0, (w i ) i∈C(D) is a collection of pairwise disjoint crossing areas of D and (r i ) i∈S(D) is a collection of real numbers, so that
and (e) u j ∩ (R 2 + (0, 0, r i )) = u j ∩ u i for i ∈ S(D) and j ∈ C II (i). We say that the triple ((
) is the data of a canonical Seifert surface M with respect to D.
We say that a Seifert surface M of a knot is a canonical Seifert surface, if M is isotopic to a Seifert surface that is canonical with respect to a knot diagram D of that knot. Note that, if a Seifert surface M is canonical with respect to D, then the genus
We recall that using Seiferts algorithm [2] one can construct for every knot diagram D a Seifert surface M ⊂ R 3 that is canonical with respect to D. Indeed, let (w i ) i∈C(D) be a collection of pairwise disjoint crossing areas of D and (r i ) i∈S(D) a collection of real numbers so that by defining 
} is a simple PL curve and there exists an embedding ι : α → u s \ Bd(u s ) so that the PL curve
] is a PL disk having α ∪ β 1 as its boundary. In particular, there exists an isotopy that takes M to M 1 := (M \ u s ) ∪ F and keeps M \ u s fixed. Now the projection p : We note that M 1 is not in general canonical with respect to D 1 . However, by contracting F linearly along the segments [z, ι(z)] for each z ∈ α towards α and rotating it for every i ∈ C II (s) locally around α in a neighbourhood of p −1 (w i ) ∩ α either upwards or downwards to avoid u i and then stretching it away from α in (R 2 + (0, 0, r s )), we have an isotopy that fixes M 1 \ F and takes F to a PL 2-manifold G ⊂ R 3 and β 1 to β 2 so that
, the band u z connecting F and u t on the left and Im(d 1 ) ⊂ R 2 around the crossing z on the right.
(b) the projection p :
and 
It remains to show that M 2 satisfies condition (i). By property (b) the projection p : R 3 → R 2 induces D 2 from Bd(M 2 ) and by property (c) the crossing area w i of D is a crossing area for D 2 for every i ∈ C(D). Thus (w i ) i∈C(D 2 ) is a pairwise disjoint collection of crossing areas and there exists a collection
) of closed PL 2-manifolds with one boundary component and genus 0 in Cl G \ i∈C II (s) w i so that when we set
is a data of M 2 with respect to D 2 . Thus M 2 is canonical with respect to D 2 . Thus M 2 satisfies condition (i). 
